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Australian Leg 2009

- An Australian epic
- Circumnavigation ‘03 - ’10
- World class curriculum with hundreds of school visits

2003 Venezuela - Running the gauntlet
2003 Amazon - Dengue fever
2003 Bolivia - Revolution
2004 Brasil - Shot at while setting up camp
2004 Atlantic Ocean - 55 day traverse
2005 Mediterranean Sea - Night storm, man overboard
2005 Iran - Fake police
2005 Iran - Bicycle frame fracture in desert
2005 Kyrgyzstan - Contracted Leishmania disease
2005 Pakistan - Earthquake aftershocks and avalanches
2006 Tibet - Cycled to Everest Base Camp
2007 Tibet - 2000km cycle over Himalayas in winter
2007 Cambodia - Machete assault

2009 (May) Sailing Indonesia to Australia
2009 Cycling Australia
2009 Sailing Roaring Forties to Patagonia
2010 Sailing Antarctica expedition